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Background: Presence of artifacts, caused by dental filling high-Z materials
(DFM), on intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) treatment plan CT
images may lead to uncertainty in head and neck calculated dose
distributions. Hence, the purpose of this study was to investigate the effects
of DFM on the IMRT calculated dose distribution and consequent
radiobiological derived outcomes for nasopharyngeal cancer patients.
Materials and Methods: IMRT optimization of two groups (15 patients in
each) of nasopharyngeal cancer (NPC) patients with (group I) and without
(group II) dental amalgam was performed by using the Prowess Panther
treatment planning system (TPS). For all the patients, target prescribed dose
was 70 Gy to planning target volume. We used 3 sets of treatment plans
including; nine fields arrangement (F9E) and two plans of seven fields
(namely: F7 and F7E) at different angles. The dose volume histograms (DVHs),
monitor units (MUs), Homogeneity index (HI), conformity index (CI), Tumor
control probability (TCP) and normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) of
main organs at risk (OARs) were analyzed. Results: According to the results,
the TCP of PTV70 due to presence of dental filling material was significantly
decreased (p=0.031). On the other hand received dose by mandible, left
cochlea, both eyes and right optic nerve were considerably different between
patients with and without artifacts (p<0.05), whereas mandible showed the
maximum differences (up to 315.65 cGy) compared to the other studied
OARs. Conclusion: Results Presence of dental artifact in patients with
nasopharyngeal carcinoma leads to uncertainty in calculated dose of IMRT
treatment plans, especially for mandible as an OAR.
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INTRODUCTION
The intensity-modulated radiation therapy
(IMRT) is the main treatment modality, with a
good
efficiency
and
outcome,
for
nasopharyngeal cancer (NPC) patients (1, 2).
The presence of dental filling material (DFM)
amalgams in patients with NPC leads to
streaking artefacts on computed tomography
(CT) images, that can perturb the dose
distribution by obscuring the underlying

anatomy and causing changes in CT number of
surrounding tissues (3, 4). Furthermore, the
existence of DFM can lead to uncertainties in the
contouring step during planning of a IMRT
treatment (5).
One idea to decrease the effects of DFM on
IMRT plans is to limit direction of the radiation
field, not to directly pass through these high
density materials (6, 7). However, this may
significantly affect the outcome of the IMRT plan
by giving poor results in terms of target
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coverage and OAR sparing (6).On the other hand,
using some methods for image metal artifact
reduction such as employing different CT filters
and/or image post-processing, may not fully
eliminate this kind of artifacts (8). Moreover,
many centers may not have access to
Megavoltage CT (MVCT), which is an efficient
method for such artifacts correction (9).
Regarding the effects of DFM on IMRT plans,
Maerz et al. have predicted that, using a method
for metal artifact reduction, can increase
accuracy of IMRT dose calculation (10). Kim et al.
reported existence of hot and cold spots in
organs at risk (OARs) and the target volumes
(TVs) in presence of dental metal artifact in head
and neck IMRT plans (11, 12).
This work aims to perform clinical evaluation
of the effects of DFM artifacts on the IMRT
calculated dose distributions and radiobiological
derived outcomes.
According to the best of our knowledge, no
study has been conducted to evaluate clinical
effects of dental artifact on dose received by all
the OARs in vicinity of nasopharynx for IMRT of
nasopharyngeal cancer patients.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient selection
Two groups of 15 patients with locally
advanced nasopharyngeal cancer (NPC) (stages
II to III tumors, according to the American Joint
Committee on Cancer staging classification)
admitted to the Milad Hospital, Isfahan, Iran
between November 2017 and June 2018 were
enrolled to this study. The First group was
included patients with 3 to 7 filled teeth.
Whereas, in the second group which was
considered as control one, patients had no filled
teeth. The median age of the patients was 41
years (range: 23 to 59 years).
Treatment planning
CT Simulation
The patients were immobilized with head and
neck thermoplastic mask in the supine position
for CT (Siemens 64-Slice) imaging and IMRT
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simulation process. The calibration of the
machine was performed by Prowess Company
using a commercial phantom, (062 M Model,
CIRS Inc., USA).
Target delineation and dose prescription
Organs’ contouring was performed according
to the International Commission on Radiation
Units and Measurements (ICRU) reports 50, 62
and 83.
The CTV70 was included GTV plus 5 mm
margin and CTV59.4 was considered the CTV70
plus a margin of 5mm for microscopic
involvement. Levels of I-V nodal regions were
defined according to the Radiation Therapy
Oncology Group (RTOG) 0225 and 0615
protocols. The CTV54 was included the clinically
negative low neck regions (13, 14). The planning
target volume (PTV) was defined as the CTV,
including a circumferential margin of 5 mm.
Dose prescriptions were 70 Gy at 2.12 Gy/
fraction to the PTV70, 59.4 Gy at 1.80 Gy/fraction
to the PTV70 and 54 Gy at 1.64 Gy/fraction to the
PTV54 delivered as simultaneous integrated
boosts.
Treatment planning techniques
IMRT planning was performed using Prowess
Panther TPS (version 5.50). 3 IMRT Plans
including F7E, 7 fields with equally spaced
gantry angles; F7 with 0°, 75°, 130°, 155°, 205°,
230° and 285° beam angles and F9E, 9 fields
with equally spaced gantry angles were
generated for 6 MV SIMENS-ARTISTE linear
accelerator. The structural constraints that were
employed during the IMRT optimization are
illustrated in table 1 (14, 15).
Evaluations of the treatment plans
According to the ICRU83 report, the quality of
each plan for two groups of patient was
evaluated based on the cumulative and
differential dose volume histogram (DVH)
derived from IMRT dose distribution. The mean
dose (Dmean), volume receiving 100% of the
prescribed dose (V100%) was used to evaluate
coverage of PTVs. Homogeneity index (HI) was
also studied to evaluate the homogeneity of the
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 17 No. 3, July 2019
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PTV. HI= (D2%- D98%)/ D50%; [D2%, D98% and D50%
were the doses received by 2%, 98% and 50% of
the PTV volume]. Conformity index (CI) was
considered to evaluate the fitness of the PTV to
the prescription isodose volume in treatment
plans. By using the formula; CI=
; where
VTV: treatment volume of prescribed isodose
lines; VPTV: volume of PTV; TVPV: volume of VPTV
within VTV, conformity index was calculated. The
Maximal dose (Dmax) or mean dose (Dmean) of
OARs were also determined.
To derived tumor control probability (TCP)
and normal tissue complication probability
(NTCP),
an
equivalent
uniform
dose
(16)
(EUD)-based TCP/NTCP formula
(equations
1 and 2) derived by Gay and Niemierko (17) was
used.
TCP=

(1)

NTCP=

(2)

Where, γ50: a unitless model parameter for
each organ; TCD50: the tumor dose to control
50% of the Tumors; TD50: the tolerance dose for
a 50% complication rate when the whole organ
of interest is homogeneously irradiated. The
parameters for radiobiological evaluation are
listed in table 2 (18, 19).
Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using Paired sample
t-test of SPSS statistical software (version 22)
for comparing DVH and radiobiological
parameters between the two studied groups.
The p<0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

Table 1. Dose constraints to the OARs for IMRT planning in this study.

Structure

Dose(Gy)

Reference

Spinal cord*#

D max<45 Gy

(14, 15)

Brain stem*#

D max<54 Gy

(14, 15)

Chiasm and Optic nerves*#

D max<54 Gy

(14, 15)

Mandible and TMJs*#

D max<70 Gy

(14, 15)

Temporal lobes*

D max<60Gy

(14)

Oral cavity (excluding PTV’s)#

D mean<40 Gy

(14)

Parotid gland*#

single gland D mean<26Gy

(14)

D mean<35 Gy

(14)

D max<50 Gy

(14)

D max<25 Gy

(14)

D max<8 Gy

(15)

Eyes*#

[ Downloaded from ijrr.com on 2023-01-08 ]

Lens#
Inner/middle ears*

D mean<50 Gy

TMJs, temporomandibular joints; PTV, planning target volume; * RTOG protocol 0225; # RTOG
protocol 0615
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Table 2. Dosimetric and radiobiological comparison of target volume and OARs between two groups in three IMRT plan
Technique

F7

Structure\endpoint
(TCP or NTCP
parameter
parameters)
PTV70 (-10, 2.28,51.77) D mean(cGy)

F7E

F9E

Group I

Group II

Group I

Group II

Group I

Group II

7344.45±67.97

7349.96±59.55

7349.85±57.67

7357.99±63.85

7302.31±66.96

7346.92±87.53

V70Gy(%)

97.01±2.39

97.77±2.36

97.05±2.84

98.25±1.77

97.16±2.36

98.36±1.58

HI

0.08±0.01

0.09±0.08

0.08±0.01*

0.06±0.02*

0.08±0.04

0.07±0.03

CI

1.91±0.72

1.76±0.36

1.88±0.52

2.02±0.52

1.61±0.23

1.79±0.21

TCP(%)

95.88±0.15

96.02±0.32

95.98±0.29

96.04±0.31

95.69±0.60**

96.05±.061**

D mean(cGy)

6828.12±72.35

6806.42±78.19

6801.22±60.49

6887.82±236.43

6814.27±54.16

6828.82±60.33

V59.4Gy(%)

97.01±0.87

97.16±1.38

96.16±0.95

96.59±0.94

97.31±1.05

97.34±0.88

HI

0.26±0.01

0.26±0.02

0.27±0.02

0.26±0.02

0.25±0.02

0.24±0.02

CI

2.69±0.16

2.69±0.38

2.75±0.22

2.79±0.34

2.58±0.16

2.61±0.32

D mean (cGy)

5801.76±36.44

5827.59±57.05

5849.63±68.25

5871.73±46.86

5822.05±55.61

5850.87±49.00

V54Gy(%)

95.19±1.87

95.37±2.38

95.72±2.09

96.68±1.85

95.38±2.39

96.29±2.36

HI

0.16±0.02

0.16±0.01

0.17±0.02

0.16±0.02

0.16±0.01

0.16±0.02

Spinal cord
\myelitis (7, 3, 65)

D max(cGy)

4015.39±302.46

4108.11±387.01

4231.71±288.41

4269.20±326.32

4231.71±288.41

4269.20±326.32

NTCP (%)

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

Brain stem
\necrosis (7, 3, 65)

D max(cGy)

5311.87±374.68

5244.71±347.84

5174.30±367.05

5088.03±398.58

NTCP (%)

0.17±0.10

0.14±0.11

0.17±0.09

0.14±0.13

2356.26±263.18

2278.08±317.96

PTV59.4

PTV54

5177.44±343.36 5271.82±394.68
0.17±0.12

0.14±0.09

Left parotid \xerosto- D mean(cGy) 2319.45±222.97
mia (1, 2.2, 24.8)
NTCP (%)
14.54±10.90

2304.05±288.15
16.14±12.31

21.92±13.19

17.51±10.34

19.20±10.34

16.57±11.59

Right parotid \xerosto- D mean(cGy) 2285.25±282.95
mia (1, 2.2, 24.8)
NTCP (%)
13.79±11.31

2144.98±322.47

2415.27±194.53

2265.15±235.64

2429.61±188.90

2360.93±236.64

Left optic nerve
\blindness (25, 3, 65)

D max(cGy)
NTCP (%)

783.52±1094.13

2407.89±267.05 2291.63±311.31

11.26±8.18

21.14±10.28

14.05±9.18

18.54±11.31

14.66±10.30

586.21±519.95

913.76±1403.09

582.36±474.14

785.88±1140.91

612.81±496.67

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

0.01±0.03†

0.00±0.00†

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

D max(cGy)
Right optic nerve
\blindness (25, 3, 65) NTCP (%)

792.71±4057.22

724.60±619.21

918.61±1303.79

670.11±494.33

974.52±1203.34

686.11±473.41

0.00±0.00

0.01±0.05‡

0.00±0.00‡

0.00±0.00

Chiasm
\blindness (4, 3, 65)

D max(cGy)

1133.05±973.27

NTCP (%)

0.00±0.00

Left eye
\blindness (5, 2, 65)

D max(cGy) 532.60±610.30††
NTCP (%)

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

Right eye
\blindness (5, 2, 65)

D max(cGy)

591.81±645.48#

850.01±704.75#

602.90±724.49

683.75±937.96

NTCP (%)

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

Left Lens
\cataract (3, 1, 18)

D max(cGy)

258.78±223.15

304.98±352.24

281.96±378.80

233.17±246.93

231.45±220.68

281.91±407.97

NTCP (%)

0.16±0.39

0.01±0.02

0.09±0.31

0.05±0.00

0.16±0.56

0.01±0.00

Right lens
\cataract (3, 1, 18)

D max(cGy)

256.56±244.24

323.72±371.07

271.13±361.52

316.12±511.46

302.92±455.10

288.82±344.21

NTCP (%)

0.03±0.07

0.02±0.04

0.03±0.08

0.01±0.01

0.02±0.06

0.01±0.02

0.00±0.01

1163.08±819.45 1183.75±1046.05 1307.09±794.18 1224.02±1142.96

0.00±0.00
1396.82±947.06

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

761.31±673.14††

602.02±761.00

606.65±585.71

532.82±555.65

669.62±672.88

0.00±0.00

0.00±0.00

555.31±819.48## 824.36±605.62##
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§§
§§
Mandible \ osteoradi- D max(cGy) 6696.51±311.28*† 6380.86±323.41*† 6627.66±275.01 6358.60±329.00 6684.07±237.26‡‡ 6405.03±263.13‡‡
onecrosis (14, 4, 72) NTCP (%)
0.58±0.45#‡
0.27±0.26#‡
0.71±0.35*‡
0.31±0.28*‡
0.66±0.48†††
0.29±0.31†††

TMJ-L

D max(cGy)

4128.96±679.69

4317.41±.942.44 4143.26±925.05 4445.63±1045.99 3928.35±1167.37

4395.35±862.68

TMJ-R

D max(cGy)

4521.28±64.17

4688.47±831.38

4785.54±831.37 4651.54±1079.83

4474.47±698.48

Cochlea-L

D max(cGy)

4092.36±495.36

4245.71±460.18

3954.34±533.59

4191.38±536.61 3954.26±463.93 4337.40±387.23

D mean(cGy) 3229.22±961.29

3673.72±475.34

3266.26±494.67

3437.62±407.32

3280.66±469.10

3603.06±378.47

D max(cGy)

4188.91±505.19

4308.03±571.94

3905.94±554.57

4117.98±620.15

4107.55±535.18

4075.65±675.71

D mean(cGy) 3667.39±474.66

3714.92±481.87

2989.62±965.32

3297.80±451.43

3500.00±566.87

3300.51±846.06

Oral cavity\late muco- D mean(cGy) 3588.69±417.51 3624.5881±250.97 3742.01±403.29
sal necrosis(10, 2, 68) NTCP (%)
2.14±1.17
2.29±1.01
2.81±1.60

3760.32±322.56

3582.72±377.43

3678.76±306.89

2.54±0.73

2.11±1.26

2.15±1.05

Cochlea-R

4209.53±884.46

F7: 7 IMRT fields with 0, 75, 130, 155, 205, 230, 285 angles; F7E: 7 IMRT fields with 50° equally spaced gantry angles; F9: 9 fields IMRT with 40° equally spaced gantry angles; Group I , included patients with DFM; Group II included patients without DFM; TCP, Tumor control probability (%); NTCP, normal tissue complication probability
(%);TCP and NTCP parameters used are listed in parentheses: (a, γ50, TD50), Paired t-test with a P value<0.05 regarded to be statistically significant. *, **, †, ††, †††, *†, ‡,
‡‡, *‡, #, ##, #‡ and , indicated P value <0.05 between two group of patients.
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RESULTS
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Comparison of the dose distribution and
radiobiological parameters
Typical dose distributions and DVH produced
by one of the used 3 techniques are shown in
figure 1. Dosimetric and radiobiological
comparison of target volume and sparing OARs
between the two groups for the used IMRT plans
are presented in table 2.
As shown in table 2, the mean dose and V100%
of all PTVs showed no statistical significant
difference between the two studied groups
(p>0.05). While, patients with DFM showed
significantly less homogeneity (up to 33.33%)
for PTV70 in F7E technique (p value = 0.044).
The presences of artifact in the F9 technique
lead to a statically significant decrease (up to
0.36%) in TCP of PTV70.
The planning objective mentioned for OARs
in table 1 was met by all the planning

techniques. As shown in table 2, dosimetric and
radiobiological comparison of spinal cord,
brainstem, parotid glands, oral cavity, TM joints,
lens, chiasm and right cochlea showed no
significant difference between two groups when
all IMRT techniques were compared (p>0.05).
The presences of DFM lead to a statically
significant decrease in maximum dose of both
eyes in the F7 and F9 IMRT techniques and also
decrease in maximum dose of left cochlea in F9
technique.
As shown in table 2, using F7E technique, the
presences of DFM resulted in a statically
significant increase in NTCP of both optic nerves
(p<0.05). Furthermore, the patients with DFM
showed a significant increase in NTCP of the
mandible (up to 0.40%) for all the used
techniques. These differences were not
clinically significant (p>0.05). Among all OARs,
parotid gland showed maximum increase in
NTCP due to DFM (up to 7.09%).

Figure 1. Differences in dose distributions for 9 fields IMRT plans on representative axial, sagittal, and coronal images from the
planning CT scan for one NPC patient with dental filling material (upper panel) and a patient without dental filling material
(lower panel).
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Figure 2. Differences in DVH for 7E fields IMRT plans on one representative case with DFM (A) and without DFM (B).
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DISCUSSION
In our study, it was observed that presence of
3 to 7 filled teeth with amalgam, can
significantly affect calculated dose distribution
of IMRT treatment plan for NPC patients.
Kim et al. (11, 12) predicted under coverage of
CTV (for up to 0.8 Gy), hotspot dose of less than
0.3 Gy in both parotids, 0.6% decrease in TCP of
CTV and 1.1% and 0.1% increase in NTCP of
parotid gland and spinal cord respectively by
means of reasonable metal-artifacts-correction
when result compared to an image data set that
more closely approximated the patient anatomy
without any dental metal artifacts. In our study,
we found that differences were mainly
depended on IMRT field angles. Moreover,
maximum 0.44 Gy decrease of mean dose and
0.36% change of TCP of PTV70 for F9 technique,
maximum increase of 1.16 Gy and 1.50 Gy for
left and right parotid gland, respectively, for F7E
technique and up to 6.68% increase of parotid
NTCP in our study showed that metal artifact
correction predicted by Kim seems inadequate.
Also Webster et al. (7) have found all
discrepancies by means of extended CT/density
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look-up table together with a simple manual
bulk density correction on IMRT planning for
the head and neck within the target volume
were <1 Gy and those in OARs (spinal cord,
parotid glands and brain stem), whilst
occasionally approaching 2 Gy for the brainstem
that compatible with our study for F9 technique
but for other techniques discrepancies of
parotid glangs exceed 1 Gy.
Also discrepancies of chiasm, mandible, both
TMJs and cochlea for some technique exceed 1
Gy, that these organs not mentioned by Webster.
The result of this study can be used to take
practical steps to minimize clinical concerns due
to presence of DFM artifact on IMRT treatment
plan for NPC patients.

CONCLUSION
Presence of dental artifact in patients with
nasopharyngeal carcinoma leads to inaccuracy
of image CT numbers and adversely affects the
countering and dose calculation steps of an
IMRT treatment plan.
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